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Abstract:
This study employs network theory to bring into context the use of digital media during the Indian
General Assembly elections of 2014. It attempts to map out the network found on Twitter, a social
media platform that was increasingly used to promote and campaign for the candidacy of Narendra
Modi as Prime Minister and its potential influence upon his political party and alliances gaining a
significant majority of the votes. It bases its foundation within media theories and analyses the
networks of accounts and discourse found on Twitter through the humanities perspective. The analysis
is done with the help of digital method tools, namely Gephi and Web-Scraper which is connected to
the political scenario of the 2014 Lok Sabha or General Assembly elections in India and the possible
implications of social network analysis in real-life contexts. A brief introduction to Indian politics is
also presented for the readers ease of understanding of the themes discussed.Further research into the
topic is proposed from various angles and the paper concludes with an understanding of the Twitter
network and the Bharatiya Janata Party’s well-established presence within the social media network.

Keywords: Social Media, Twitter, Network Analysis, Gephi, Web-scraper, Indian Elections, Narendra
Modi
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Introduction
In recent years, online platforms have come to harbour a significant role within democratic elections
held all around the world. The presence of an open public sphere is deemed an integral phenomenon
for the progress of a democracy. With the era of new media technologies harboring in online public
spheres, social media platforms have been seen in a different light than just for the purpose of
connecting people across the world. With increased online participation, people are now starting to
have open discourse on public issues and social media has not just been used to start revolts but also
be the harbingers of systemic change. (Gladwell 2010)
The role of social media and online campaigning within elections and referendums has been discussed
quite a lot within academia. Be it the US Presidential elections of 2016 or the Brexit polls, the role of
social media has been questioned repeatedly. India has 270 million Facebook users as of October
2019 ("Facebook Users By Country 2019 | Statista" 2020) and boasts one of the largest representative
democracies in the world. The extensive use of social media to support election campaigns was first
seen in the General Assembly elections of 2014 and has only been increasing ever since.
(Belair-Gagnon 2015) Thus presenting the Indian diaspora as an active user-base of social media
services.
Recent studies claim that more than 8 major marketing companies have been involved in the online
election campaigns for the National Democratic Alliance (NDA) which ended their campaigns with a
historic win entailing a significant and clear majority within the Assembly. ("A Marketing Lens On
The 2014 Indian Elections | The Evoc Blog" 2020) These networks are not just confined to marketing
within a certain region, but lead to a larger unexplored network of accounts connected within multiple
popular applications or platforms. This could lead to potential important nodes providing significant
insight to the marketing networks that exist in India. Twitter was one of the channels wherein people
were actively discussing trending politics and election campaigns. Understanding a network like that
could present grounding insights to the arena of social media network analysis.

Democracy and Freedom of Thought

The moral and ethical implications of social media influences in democratic elections have been a
topic of discussion in recent times. This makes it integral to understand what makes democracy and
democratic elections important for the functioning of contemporary societies. In the following
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paragraphs, the author attempts to lay out a summary of the development of the concept to justify the
importance of discussing the concept.
Starting from ancient Greece, freedom and democracy were understood to work hand in hand,
establishing clear positions for developments in classical philosophy and science. The Funeral Oration
(circa 430 B.C.E) written by Pericles refers to the openness and freedom which are celebrated and
directly attributed to Athenian democracy as opposed to the militaristic Spartan regime. Freedom in
the eyes of Aristotle came as “the telos, or goal, which democracy was designed to foster” (Beetham
2004). The Athenian democracy frowned upon those who did not actively participate and encouraged
freedom of speech because of their essentiality in argument and debate. Different opinions were
essential to public debates, leading to a strive for evolution and correctitude within people.
The active resistance of free subjects in democratic-systems is a symptom of the current
representation of democracy failing to support mass-opinions, resulting in revolutionary actions or
innovations. If we were to speak of individual freedom in a mass society, cyberspace in the early years
represented this (Al Mahmoud, 2017). Freedom of speech as a human right is core in democratic
societies, both virtual and terrestrial (ibid). The internet fostered individual, inconsequential freedom
of speech, with the support of anonymity (Barlow, 1996). Thus heralding in the internet as an open
space for discussions and debates, considered analogous to the public sphere.
The public sphere is best defined by Habermas as a virtual or imaginary community which does not
necessarily exist in any identifiable space. In its ideal form, the public sphere is "made up of private
people gathered together as a public and articulating the needs of society with the state". ("Jürgen
Habermas And The Public Sphere" 2020) Through acts of assembly and dialogue, the public sphere
generates opinions and attitudes which serve to affirm or challenge-therefore, to guide-the affairs of
state. In ideal terms, the public sphere is the source of public opinion needed to "legitimate authority
in any functioning democracy" (ibid).
However, in societies, where multiple opinions are colliding, only a few can be represented. Ultimate
freedom only exists in the mind of the individual. It cannot be represented. Therefore, freedom of the
mass needs a form of management of everyone’s freedom: democracy. This point is seen to and
replicated within the debates regarding the consideration of the internet as a free space or a public
sphere.
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The transforming cyberspace in recent times has presented itself to be problematic, celebrated as
democratic in its early beginnings, it now causes freedom deterioration. (Omidyar 2018). This
happened not because of its democratic-state, but because of new inventions threatening both
democracy and freedom (Golumbia 2018). Free entrepreneurship allowing for individual innovations
to be applied to promote mass-freedom, introduced as innovative -salvation, can threaten democracy.
These new technologies limit information-experience, for example by algorithms decreasing free-feed
and increasingly isolates individuals in information cocoons (Pariser 2011). These information
cocoons are often referred to as the filter bubbles. They could also act as your closed network within
social media networking services.
This transforming cyberspace and its networked nature lead to it being studied within the network
analysis theories of media studies. This paper aims to use network theory to understand the
implications of such phenomenon in the context of the elections of a democractic country. The
country chosen for this study is India, owing to the lack of existing academic research within the field.
The paper aims to employ the humanities perspective to present an analysis that contributes to existing
literature by adding in a novel angle of research towards the topic. The analysis will aim to create an
understanding of the topic at hand within the basis of new media theories and network theory. With
humanities defined as “the disciplines that occupy themselves with the independent products of the
human spirits including linguistics and literary theory, history, art history, etc. Also called the sciences
humaines, humane sciences, or moral sciences” ( Leezenberg 2018, p372), the digital acts as a
humanities a subfield within the same. For the purposes of this paper, digital humanities are defined as
a “a nexus of fields within which scholars use computing technologies to investigate the kinds of
questions that are traditional to the humanities, or, as is more true of [her] ownwork, who ask
traditional kinds of humanities-oriented questions about computing technologies.” (Kathleen
Fitzpatrick, pg xi, as cited in Carter 2013)
The paper starts by laying a groundwork and contexts through a discussion of the understanding of
democracy as a core concept instead of the multifaceted definitions one can find today, an observation
of the functioning of social media services, followed by a basic understanding of the political contexts
of the Indian election of 2014. The discussion with respect to media theory is divided into two main
parts, one, the myth of social media presenting itself as the ideal public sphere, and two, network
studies and analysis. This is then applied to a methodology to study the networks found in Twitter in
the six months leading up to the 2014 Prime Ministerial elections of India to analyse the possible
implications of such networks. This analysis is used to answer the research question stated below:
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In what ways did the Twitter networks formed in the months leading up to the Indian elections of
2014 create an online space for an open discourse?
The sub-questions entail ●

Are the online networks formed on Twitter through the advanced search representative of the
ground realities?

●

Does the online space present a public sphere for the people for discussions regarding the
elections? If so, how?

Theoretical Framework
Social Media and the Public Sphere

Many tend to believe that the foundation of a true democracy tends to rest upon an open public sphere
that allows a free space for the discussion of contrasting ideas to come up with solutions for problems
facing the community or the people of a certain area at a given time. The advent of new media
technologies, the presence of cyberspace and the emergence of platforms after Web 2.0 that allowed
people to post their own voices and opinions in an online void without any repercussions to
themselves, brought upon a new meaning and a new space for the existence of the public sphere.
“Disciplined and coordinated groups, whether businesses or governments, have always had an
advantage over undisciplined ones: they have an easier time engaging in collective action because
they have an orderly way of directing the action of their members. Social media can compensate for
the disadvantages of undisciplined groups by reducing the costs of coordination.” (Shirky 2011) The
discourses that would be carried out by people earlier at spaces like cafes or common areas where
people could sit and converse for as long as they wished, were now present in a new space accessible
through a screen in front of you. This screen could connect you to initially thousands, and now
millions of people all across the globe with those who also possessed a technological device that they
could use to access cyberspace. The architecture of this cyber space started out with an open
infrastructure, though with purposes different from what it is used for today, the internet provided an
unbiased and level platform to whomever had the capability to use the technologies and connected
them to a free space wherein one could voice their ideas into a space where it may or may not be
received by others.
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Within a true democracy such spaces find themselves integral to its functioning.“Securing the
freedom of personal and social communication among a state's population should be the highest
priority, closely followed by securing individual citizens' ability to speak in public. This reordering
would reflect the reality that it is a strong civil society-one in which citizens have freedom of
assembly-rather than access to Google or YouTube, that does the most to force governments to serve
their citizens.” (ibid) Non-democratic countries often tend to rely on censorship and control over the
media, not just the internet, to maintain their civil society.
As discussed by Habermas, a public sphere is successful when there is a rational critical discourse of
which everyone is a part, and supreme communication skill is the power of the argument. ("Jürgen
Habermas And The Public Sphere" 2020) This would mean a space of discussion with equal
participation from everyone, proper representation and the opportunity to voice and listen to differing
opinions to come up with unanimous solutions. While the online platforms themselves are founded in
a manner that should allow such a situation, reality differs. Multiple socio-economic factors determine
accessibility of these platforms apart from the black-box of algorithms that forms it, which is
discussed in later parts of the paper.
Not everyone agrees with the concept of the internet being a shared public sphere. As Jodi Dean
states, “The Net is a site of conflict over the meaning, practice, and shape of the global. To that extent,
how and what it represents is inseparable from what it does. The Net is the architecture for
communicative capitalism, both as an order establishing itself and as an order being resisted”. (2003)
For the purposes of this paper, the author relies on the understanding that the internet, be it a public
sphere or a place of conflict, it is definitely a place where multifarious ideas regarding current
socio-political circumstances are discussed which may be representations or reflections of the realities
people live in.

Understanding Media Theories and Networking

This cyberspace or the internet, with the emergence of more and more users through the years gained
a complex architecture, as complex as the humanity of the people who were using it. While
acknowledging that new media is in a constant state of flux, one finds that what started out as an open
space to bring everyone to the same level, in fact replicated the same realities as those present in real
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life. (Lovink 2011, p13) In a sense, “the virtual is becoming more real; it wants to penetrate and
map-out our real lives and social relationships.” (ibid)
The legacy of media has entailed its usage and communication as a one to many channel, however,
new media challenged that to bring upon a many to many communication system or a network of
communication systems for a better understanding of things. (ibid) While the marketing and
advertising agencies were used to presenting making complete use of the one to many channels, the
presence of a networked platform presented a completely new challenge to overcome. As new
platforms emerged to take their place in these new infrastructures, so did the marketing companies.
The data collected from these networks online was used to share ideas one had to a larger public.
This was an influential method for gullible audiences who did not yet understand the complete
working of these online systems. Anything assertive could be believed as the truth and untrue
information was easy to be perceived as fact. As the regulatory authorities took their own time to
understand the functioning of these systems (they still are) advertising agencies learnt to employ their
own methods of using bots and influential communication to change people’s minds and introduce
them to new ideas.
The more web 2.0 evolved, the more receptive people were to the ideas of the internet as an open
space for not just voicing their opinions but for sharing their lives. “Sharing is the fundamental and
constitutive activity of Web 2.0 in general, and social network sites in particular.” (Sützl et al. 2012)
Sharing ideas that they may not be sharing with their friends otherwise, social media started to replace
blogging as a sort of personal diary of the users.“In other words, the use of the notion of sharing in
social network sites is metaphorical. If one of the operations of metaphors is to carry meanings and
associations from one field to another, then the talk of sharing in Web 2.0 draws on the concept of
sharing as a valued type of talk.” (ibid)
This led to multiple online platforms emerging slowly – orkut, facebook, google plus, etc. which had
to keep up with the fast paced growth of the online economy. Those which could not keep up slowly
died out but those which kept updating with the pace of the growth of the internet and its users
managed to create a position for themselves in the new world of platform capitalism. “All online
platforms are mutually connected through a shared technological infrastructure, which is fueled by
data, directed by algorithms, and structured by governance protocols and business models. This
ecosystem of connective platforms, which is crucial for each app’s widespread distribution and global
reach, is not a level playing field: some major platform operators in this ecosystem (Google, Amazon,
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Facebook, Apple, and Microsoft) are more powerful than others.” (Van Dijck and Poell 2016) The
general impact of capitalism also replicates itself in the world of online media.
“When we speak of a platform infrastructure for online services, we refer to the complex interaction
between users, practices, technologies, and business models—a combination of human and nonhuman
actors.” (ibid) Which leads us to the presence of the network theory, wherein we can potentially
network online components to each other in some way or another.
In less ambiguous terms, “Social network analysis, or the study of society as a network of
interconnected actors, is a discipline with a 70-year-old history which predates the internet. It is
informed by a series of observations about the characteristics and behaviors of networks known as
network science, the organized study of networks based on the application of the scientific method.”
(Mejias 2012) Also employed in this paper, social network analysis allows us to understand the way
an online space is mapped. It does not aim to unearth surprising revelations, but to understand and
grasp the networks that enable the functioning and patterns that one observes within the cyber-space.
“Some authors (for example Castells, 2000; Van Dijk, 1999; Wellman,1998) have suggested that we
have experienced a shift away from a mass society to a new kind of network society: from
densely-knit urban communities that are isolated from each other but organized under the umbrella of
the nation-state, to a society comprised of diffused individuals operating in small sparsely-knit
communities not bound by location but interconnected by networks.” (ibid) With applications like
Twitter, one may even believe this statement to be true within the context of globalisation.
“In the age of networked digital exchanges, the social is even more ambivalent than ever.” (Lovink
2011, p165) Which makes the first step of understanding the networked nature of it, furthermore
integral. Lovink may not have the most simplistic approach to understanding network technologies,
however, he does point out an important aspect of software networks. “Conceptual knowledge is
embedded in software, and concepts such as “organized networks” will have the task, to put in Zizek’s
words, “to produce a symbolic fiction (a truth) that intervenes into the Real, that causes a change
within it.” (ibid, p175)
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Twitter as a propaganda tool

“The words we choose to describe media manipulation can lead to assumptions about how
information spreads, who spreads it, and who receives it. These assumptions can shape what kinds of
interventions or solutions seem desirable, appropriate, or even possible.” (Jack 2017)
The term propaganda is often used as an umbrella term to associate with the spread of ideas that a
certain set of people tends to disagree with. “The terms advertising, public relations, public diplomacy
(or public affairs), information operations, and propaganda all describe deliberate, systematic
information campaigns, usually conducted through mass media forms — the press, broadcast media,
digital media, public events and exhibitions, and so on.” (ibid) This allows for the blending of these
terms and their use to be quite fluid.
As the next part of the paper shall introduce, the Twitter presence of the election winning party in
2014 - the Bharatiya Janata Party, is often considered a subject of attention when considering the
factors that led to the Party’s successful campaign. It is integral to define the terminology one adheres
to describe and understand the working of the networks, and the general online presence of the party,
be it through a predetermined campaign or organic virality. Organic virality, in this case being the
spread of a discourse centered on BJP on Twitter in a short amount of time, without any promotional
campaign or push by the party to the platform to ensure that certain content shows up on the timelines
of certain users, as in like sponsored content. Often, it is seen that the use of online bots is determined
as a propaganda tool, however, studies show that such bots on Twitter are not recognisable by
contemporary standards. Moving forward within the research conducted for this paper and considering
the scope, the use of bots, while acknowledged as a factor, is not accounted for.
When studying a platform like Twitter, one should definitely note that, “Estimates conducted on
Twitter report that, on average, social bots account for 9% to 15% of total active platform users. This
notable percentage is highly due to the crucial issue that automated accounts evolve over time: in a
large-scale experiment, it has been proved that neither Twitter admins, nor tech-savvy social media
users, nor cutting-edge applications were able to tell apart evolving bots and legitimate users.”
(Calderalli 2019) The high percentage is a suggested estimate revealed in another study by using a
classification framework that leverages more than a thousand features extracted from public data and
meta-data about users: friends, tweet content and sentiment, network patterns, and activity time series.
(Varol et. al., 2017)
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While it is considered necessary to acknowledge the statistics and the crucial role of bots when
considering the Twitter as a propaganda tool, for the purposes of this research, the focus lies on the
most interconnected nodes or accounts instead of considering the entire data set which helps us reduce
our possibilities of analysing a bot profile within the network analysis. This is explained further in the
methodology and analysis presented.
“Expressions of solidarity can be used as a means of garnering support[...] Social media disseminate
appeals to supporters and fellow protestors for financial support, either for the moment as a whole or
for individual activists seeking funding for protest purposes.” (Highfield 2016, p113) Social media, in
this case, Twitter, is also used as a means of garnering support for certain ideologies or political
participants, be it just a vocalised preference or at times monetary funding. There also exists a flip side
to the debate presented around the use of online media, specifically in the case of online media and
considering if the online is just a representation of the realities which are duplicated in an exaggerated
manner. “-they are not the actual demonstrations themselves, but provide reports and responses to
what is happening in marches, occupations and meetings.” (ibid) This can also be connected back to
the idea of online mediascape being a public sphere or just another banal representation or void
wherein people voice their ideas and record and present them to feel a part of something bigger than
themselves.

A Brief History of Indian Politics

The subject of politics pertaining to any country with a rich history can seem either unabashedly
complex or surprisingly simple to the novel eye. The Republic of India is a relatively young
democracy, having gained freedom in 1947, the current Prime Minister of the country, Narendra
Modi, is only the 15th person in the line of country leaders who have been in his position. ("List Of
Prime Ministers Of India" 2020) The country is one of the few to have both a Prime Minister and
President as the leading diplomatic representatives of the country.
The Indian political system and legal standings consist of a sovereign, social, secular democratic
republic as stated by the preamble within the constitution of India. The country lays its legal
understandings on three branches – the legislative, those directly elected by the public of India, the
representatives of the people, the executive, those who are (sometimes) elected and trained to be in the
positions and responsibilities allotted to them, and the judicial, which forms the state of law. These
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three branches are expected to be kept separated from each other for the proper functioning of the
country. The government issued textbooks in school, often refer to them as the three pillars of
democracy (as per the Indian government issued NCERT textbooks for the subject of Political
Sciences, accessed via ncert.nic.in) and continue forth to present the press and its freedom as the
fourth pillar keeping the previous three in check. This is comparable to the concept of the fourth
estate, when continuing the metaphor, the clergy, the nobility, and the commoners are the executive,
the judicial and the legislative, respectively. This forms the basic foundation of the functioning of the
representative democratic system of the Republic of India.
Now, due to the expansive size of the country, both in terms of territory and people, the Republic of
India forms an electorate of approximately 900 million. To handle the elections of such a large
number of people is a task in itself, hence the elections are done for separate assemblies of
representatives. These are divided according to the states and one general parliamentary assembly for
all the states which convenes in the capital of the country. It is the election of these representatives
that form the General Assembly which is the focus of this paper. These elections occur every five
years, hence the reference to the elections in 2014.
The elections of 2014 were considered a turning point as they were the first in many years to present a
significant change among the ruling majority party and were thus considered historic. These election
results are often partly attributed to the newer methods of campaigning, especially through the use of
new media technologies. As stated in the introduction, India forms one of the largest user-bases of
social media platforms which allows the electoral parties to make their impact and voice heard
through these platforms. While this paper focuses on the use of Twitter, the applications like
Facebook, Whatsapp, Instagram, Snapchat and YouTube are also often used for the same purposes.
The subsequent change of a majority ruling party, after a significant period of 10 years and more
when considering coalition governments, in 2014 elections created questions and doubts regarding the
sudden and notable difference in the people’s leanings. Leading up to the elections, claims were made
about the peddling of fake news on the online platforms. However, doubts and general public opinion
at that time pointed to the sharing of made up stories and news among gullible audiences as the main
constituent of the so called fake news being spread around. To the extent that new systems and
third-party fact-check websites were set up to ensure that the news articles going viral were verified
facts or hypothesised instances or even at times, fabricated stories to misrepresent a certain group of
people.
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Through research and studies in further years it was revealed that there were certain definitive
propaganda methods being used online much to the dismay of people. ("A Marketing Lens On The
2014 Indian Elections | The Evoc Blog" 2020) But, these revelations did not make much of an impact
on the concerned public leading them to be used again in the recent elections of 2019, the results of
which pointed to an even larger influence of the use of social media tactics, which continues till today.
While this forms a discourse regarding the ethical and moral side of the use of campaign tactics in the
election of the ruling party, one could consider these tactics a part of influencing the final vote and
having a potential impact on the creation of the networks analysed in the later parts of the paper.
However, determining the direct causality and impact of such revelations falls out of the scope of this
paper.
One should duly note the following facts as they present further context into understanding why the
election of 2014 is considered for network analysis and study within this paper. “Historically only
around 55% of those eligible to do so, cast their vote in Indian national elections. However, turnout
for the 2014 election broke records with 66.38% of those eligible casting a vote and turnout in 2019
again broke the record at 67.11%.” ("Indian Political System" 2020) Though these numbers show
tangible progress, the voice of almost 33% eligible voters either still remains unheard or is contributed
to the NOTA option, that is ‘none of the above’ wherein they consider none of the candidates to be
capable of representing them.
In 2014, the election results were considered a turning point for the country since something
significant had taken place for the first time since 1994, “The Bharatiya Janata Party, with Narendra
Modi as its prime ministerial candidate, secured a historic victory in the general elections held that
month. After thirty long years, a single party succeeded in winning a clear and decisive mandate on its
own: 282 seats in a house of 544.” ("Modi’S India: Will The Turning Point Be Followed By A Point
Of Return?" 2020) “The result was a turning point in another important respect. The Indian National
Congress, India’s oldest political party that had ruled for the longest period (forty-nine years) since
the country’s independence in 1947, suffered its worst-ever electoral defeat. For a party that had
secured outright majority in seven previous elections, and had led or supported six coalition
governments, the tally was a measly forty-four seats.” (ibid) This came as evidential result of the
people’s exasperation with the earlier ruling party which had come under scrutiny for corruption and
scandals time and again in the years preceding the 2014 elections.
Hence, considering the claims made in terms of the peddling of fake news and prolific social media
presence of the ruling party, the year of 2014 is chosen by the author to study the networks. This could
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potentially unearth an understanding of a prevalent presence of the current ruling party on social
media, specifically, Twitter, unlike any other Indian ruling party seen before.

Methodology
Using and understanding the twitter search option

The methodology used for this research was a three-part process. The first part was the use of the
advanced search selection, the second part being parsing the data through Web-Scraper and collecting
and downloading the tweets in a readable and usable format, and the third part being its conversion
into a visual Gephi graph and other graphing methods for a detailed analysis.
It uses the Twitter advanced search feature to create a selection of 100 tweets with three different
kinds of filter settings in order to get a comprehensive set of tweets to analyse and create networks
from. The author acknowledges that the black-box nature of the Twitter algorithm does not imply that
there is no bias involved within the search results presented. However, after using three different web
scraping technologies to present similar sets of tweets, and contemplating the scope of the present
research question, it is chosen not to go into the above discourse. Thus, for the remainder of the paper,
the set of tweets collected shall be considered arbitrary for the purposes of network analysis.
The Twitter advanced search algorithm is used to parse through and select hundred tweets to represent
a data-set to show the closely networked nature of the online discourse around the elections. For this
paper, the search feature is used without logging in to any account hoping for the least amount of
recommendation or result bias, but, as known from previous studies, the personal account preferences
are not the only factor(s) in driving the search results to be optimised for the user. “the [present] work
shows that political biases exist even in non-personalized search results in the context of social
media.” (Kulshrestha et al 2017)
According to Twitter’s FAQ page ("Help Center" 2020), advanced search sorts the search results by
their relevance, and filtered according to the details entered by you. The algorithm for determining
this relevancy is still a black box for the users. One could consider it to be structured similar to the
twitter feed algorithm which prioritises your personal preferences and avoids sensitive information
depending on your network of followers. While the consequences of the algorithm being a black box
are discussed, the analysis is done in a two-fold manner, one that acknowledges the consequences of
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bias within the black-boxed algorithm and the second that relies on the consideration of an arbitrary
nature of the 100 tweets scraped with the selection filters.
Various challenges are often faced during filtering out Twitter search options, “an overwhelming
amount of updates are generated everyday leads to the difficulty for users who tend to interest in fresh
news, to find the most relevant and recent messages.” (Cheng et al. 2013) This has led to research
with different techniques to sort the results found on Twitter. One such method is learning to rank,
wherein multiple tweet representation features are considered which encompass content, recency,
sentiment, the network of the person tweeting, authority, and other tweet specific features, like
re-tweets, favorites, replies, engagement and impressions. (ibid) Knowing this, it is noted that this
range of features are potential factors considered even by the Twitter algorithm.
For the purposes of this research, the tweets were filtered in three particular sets:
●

The first with the use of hashtags #IndianElection2014 OR #IndianElection OR
#LokSabhaElection

●

The second with only #BJP and #Congress, the two leading political parties competing to
form the central government in 2014

●

The third with the words Election, General, Assembly, Lok Sabha and India as a part of the
text.

The date range for all three selections being 6 months from the last day of elections till the day, i.e.
November 12, 2013 to May 12, 2013.
While it was considered to filter by location as well, it hindered the amount of tweets scraped. For
each of the above filter sets, 100 tweets were retrieved.

References to the Twitter Algorithm

Within this paper, the Twitter Algorithm is referred to multiple times, the basis of analysis within the
contexts of social network analysis wherein algorithms are often perceived with the “goal of giving
users the most relevant search results for their query might be modeled as, or approximated into
operationalized terms as, efficiently calculating the combined values of preweighted objects in the
index database, in order to improve the percentage likelihood that users click on one of the first five
results.” (Gillespie 2014) This understanding of the algorithm then allows the procedure of procuring
the results for any search query to be operationalized as the identification of the strongest relationships
based on a certain notion of what is considered ‘strong’ according to its level of connectivity within a
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certain network. (ibid) This definition may be considered slightly contrasting from what designers
else-where may refer to when using the term ‘algorithm’. The paper considers algorithms as the
fundamental steps and network creators that led to the results we get within the web-platforms used.
The study of algorithms presented, builds up from the foundation provided in the digital methods
approach where “it engages with the mechanics of conducting research using new forms of media and
the questions and presuppositions that could drive that research.” (Kumar 2013)
Therefore, for the purposes of this paper, reference to the algorithm of Twitter as a black box allows
us to consider an absence of a transparent structure of the manner in which the search results for a
certain search are presented.

Web-scraping methodologies

The second part of the methodology being the collection of tweets in a readable format included the
use of a data scraping software, used as a plug-in or a web-extension on the web-browser of your
choosing. Twitter, as an application does not allow API access, i.e. Application Programming
Interface access to its users in order to protect the website identity, avoid theft of data and corporate
and copyright reasons. Thus, in order to collect data from the application, one has to either do it
manually, which can be a cumbersome process or make use of a third-party software which would
allow you to do so just by scanning the source code of the webpage. This would avoid copyright
infringement, which would be an issue upon doing this manually, and ensures the lack of human bias
in nature of the tweets collected.
For the purpose of this study, the use of three such technologies was attempted, i.e. Octaparse,
Data-Miner and Web-Scaper(.io). While all three function similarly Web-Scraper had the most simple
scrapping process which could easily be replicated for different data sets, making it the more efficient
one of the three to parse tweets with different search settings. Web-Scraper also allowed the data to be
downloaded as CSV which is easy to access and analyse manually.
The tweets collected through the Web-Scraper were done without logging in, unlike the other two,
thus eliminating account personalisation, however, the Twitter Search algorithm is still a black-box
and it may have been personalised according to location tags and other methods unbeknownst to the
author.
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The Web-Scraper was embedded with a JSON code, i.e. JavaScript Object Notation code which
allowed it to scan and scrap the Twitter data needed. This was done with the help of online sources
and the code used is pasted in the appendix at the end of this paper. This code allowed the author to
collect a unique Tweet ID, tweet URL, Twitter Handle, Name, Content, Date and Time of Publication,
number of tweets, re-tweets, responses, and favorites; all of which was used to point the unique
connections between the tweets found.
The Web-Scraper application was also chosen because of its clarity of compliance with the General
Data Protection Regulation,("Web Scraper Privacy Policy" 2020) and the concise nature in which its
use of web cookies was explained, unlike in the other two scraping applications. Thus resolving any
ethical concerns of collecting data from an online platform with real users. “The Internet pages of the
Web Graph SIA use cookies. [...] Many cookies contain a so-called cookie ID. A cookie ID is a
unique identifier of the cookie. It consists of a character string through which Internet pages and
servers can be assigned to the specific Internet browser in which the cookie was stored. This allows
visited Internet sites and servers to differentiate the individual browser of the data subject from other
Internet browsers that contain other cookies. A specific Internet browser can be recognized and
identified using the unique cookie ID. Through the use of cookies, the Web Graph SIA can provide
the users of this website with more user-friendly services that would not be possible without the
cookie setting. By means of a cookie, the information and offers on our website can be optimized with
the user in mind.” (ibid)

Understanding how gephi works and makes connections

“As more and more people deal with relational data, network visualization assumes a key
importance.” (Jacomy et al., 2014) “Gephi is an open source software for graph and network analysis.
It uses a 3D render engine to display large networks in real-time and to speed up the exploration. A
flexible and multi-task architecture brings new possibilities to work with complex data sets and
produce valuable visual results.” (Bastian et. al, n.d.) It is used as the final step for an easy and spatial
visualisation of the data collected. Gephi’s network creation relies on two aspects: one, the nodes and
two, edges. The nodes are the main objects of the graphs, or the points within the cartesian plane
which are connected through the edges. For the purposes of this research, the primary features of a
tweet, i.e. url, content, tag name and ID, retweets, favourites and replies are considered as the objects
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plotted on the graph. The edges are created by Gephi which consist of the commonalities between the
tweets. This is done by importing the tweets as a CSV which is then converted into a directed Gephi
raw data file in the Gephi data laboratory. (Kindly refer to the screenshots in appendix.)
While the analysis is supported by the data collected in a tabular format and also other graphing
methods, Gephi was chosen to represent the data in a manner to understand the networking topology
of the twitter accounts and tweets associated with this particular topic. This is assisted by “live
visualisation” in Gephi. “Visualizing the “live” spatialization is a key feature of Gephi. It provides a
very intuitive understanding of the layout process and its settings. It allows users to have a trial-error
approach to the layout that improves the learning curve of Gephi.” (Jacomy et. al. 2014)
The network mapped out relies on the ForceAtlas2 Graphing method within the software, assisted by
the linlog mode which helps create a proper tree branch and leaves like structure, presenting a clear
topological understanding of the network.
“A typical use case of ForceAtlas2 is the social network. A common feature of this type of network is
the presence of many “leaves” (nodes that have only one neighbor). This is due to the power-law
distribution of degrees that characterizes many real-world data. The forests of “leaves” surrounding
the few highly connected nodes is one of the principal sources of visual cluttering.” (ibid)
For social network analysis, the Gephi network presents a clear understanding. However, “The
fundamentals of the algorithm are not sophisticated. As long as it runs, the nodes repulse and the
edges attract. This push for simplicity comes from a need for transparency. Social scientists cannot
use black boxes, because any processing has to be evaluated in the perspective of the methodology.”
(ibid) Due to this, the analysis is also conducted through using other graphing and visualisation
methods to present and study the data collected.

Findings and analysis

The tweets were filtered using the advanced search option into 3 data sets of 100 tweets each.
●

The first with the use of hashtags #IndianElection2014 OR #IndianElection OR
#LokSabhaElection
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●

The second with only #BJP and #Congress, the two leading political parties competing to
form the central government in 2014

●

The third with the words Election, General, Assembly, Lok Sabha and India as a part of the
text.

With all three data sets, the language was limited to English, however, there may be instances of
transliterated use of the regional languages into the english script. The findings and analysis of the
data found is presented below, but it should be noted that this analysis is only directly applicable for
this data set, and these findings may differ due to different personalisation settings even according to
the location one was sitting and searching in due to the black box nature of Twitter’s algorithm.
The implications of this data set are discussed in the following parts of the paper. The author makes
the claims as per the data sets collected within this study in an aim to answer the research question
presented earlier.
Analysing the core hashtags
●

The use of hashtags #IndianElection2014 OR #IndianElection OR #LokSabhaElection

Upon creating a spatial visualisation of the first data set, it is seen that the network that is created is
quite closely interconnected. All nodes are connected to each other in some way or other, creating a
closed network of election or Indian election related tweets. Some tweets could be seen having more
connections than others and were analysed separately. The twitter users and links that showed up
more often with generic hashtags had a leaning toward informative news-websites and information
pages. This is also seen in the word-cloud created from the twitter content.
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Apart from the keywords searched through the filter to find the tweets, the word cloud also
emphasized the presence of ‘BJP’ and ‘narendra modi’ in the arbitrarily selected tweets at an even
higher level. This clearly points to a better online presence of the leading political party compared to
any other that showed up within the twitter search.
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Below are the ten nodes around which the most amount of clustering was found, only the handle,
name and tweet content are presented for ease of understanding, you may refer to the appendix for
complete data sets :

This was a hilarious watch #IndianElection news
coverage! How could you not care?
@PallaviDhakal

Pallavi Dhakal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZDYsSOngik …
@narendramodi 1 lakh+ people's names missing in voter
list today. Please help! We all want to vote for you!

@omkar

Omkar Nisal

#indianelection #Pune
#WhyiVoted To bridge the dichotomy between TRUTH

@manmeets90

Manmeet Singh

and TRUST. #IndianElection
#LokSabhaElection 2014: Lalu’s Daughter Breaks

@Youngisthan

Youngisthan

EVM! http://goo.gl/n3Zcca
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EDITORIAL: Staunching the vitriol
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/editorial/staunching-t
he-vitriol/article5908529.ece … #LokSabha
#LokSabhaElection #AmitShah #AzamKhan
@THexplains

The Hindu Explains

#ElectionCampaigns
watching the coverage of the #IndianElection news on
@BBCAMERICA !! gonna miss voting this year by a

@iamszk_

SimAvi

week.. Wish elections were a week later
#IndianElection elex officials must traverse forests,
deserts, glaciers, seas to ensure poll stations setup within

@haslindatv

Haslinda Amin

2km of every voter #wow
#KapilSibal :#NarendraModi and his party should

@airnewsalerts

All India Radio

disclose the source of money they are using in

News

#LokSabhaelection campaign.
Watching #OperationLokSabha Great Job by Team

@ghulamabbasshah Ghulam Abbas Shah #NewsExpress @vinodkapri @mak_asif #IndianElection
Not sure if voters have any appetite for what Shah and
@RifatJawaid

Rifat Jawaid

Shahi of India had to say recently. #IndianElection2014

There were also several nodes completely disconnected. Within the general 100 tweets, a clear
majority is seen wherein there are tweets in support of the BJP or Narendra Modi. Out of the ten most
interconnected tweets, as seen through the Gephi spatialisation, there was only one with a clear and
staunch support of the Bharatiya Janata Party or the BJP. This shows that while there is a general
leaning toward support for BJP within the network, there is only one node that presents itself as a core
node within the network, however, this is not seen in the visualisation. This discrepancy points to the
nature of the network itself. The network is strengthened by the tweets and retweet connections rather
than support for a certain common message. The other obvious factor connecting the network remains
the hashtags, however the connections rely on the reshares and retweets of each other's opinions. The
disconnected nodes tend to have more of an informative, news website nature than that of a regular
personal twitter account. The remaining nine tweets presented above are informative shares, wherein
the user has shared a certain piece of information or article that he or she thought may be interesting to
their follower base on the social networking platform. It may have also been due to these links that
were shared, that these tweets were seen as more interconnected within the network than others.
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The general topological understanding of the graph itself presents to be a closely networked sphere,
with most tweets linked to each other with some commonality or other with only a couple of them
being disconnected from the main network. As seen in the image above, in layman terms, the central
node of the (1) core hashtags is retained to maintain the network of the tweet and its properties. The
darker coloured nodes are the profiles that are connected to their own tweets in a smaller group while
still maintaining a quite interconnected network with the remaining users through retweets and replies.
The arrows are automatically generated in Gephi and point to the stronger connections within the
nodes. The higher presence of more news-related and informative tweets presents the idea that either
these hashtags were being used mainly to share press and information related tweets instead of
personal opinions or two, the hashtag search result prioritised the presence of external links over
simpler tweets. The network connectivity and analysis leans on the possibility of the latter.

Analysing #bjp vs #congress
●

Only #BJP and #Congress, the two leading political parties competing to form the central
government in 2014

Out of the overall dataset of the 100 tweets, only 21 were found to be in support of Congress, while 14
were found to be related to the American Congress with no relation to India or the Indian election
whatsoever. This once again showed almost 65 tweets having a discourse about the #BJP. This
discourse may be positive or negative, but the imbalance among the number of tweets with the two
hashtags points towards the entrenched nature of #BJP’s online existence. If one considers the set of
tweets as truly arbitrary, this could point to an online representation of increasing support of the
people towards the BJP. Alternatively, if one disregards the arbitrary selection this could be presented
as a dominant bias of the algorithm towards showing search results containing #BJP more than
#Congress.
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Below are the ten nodes around which the most amount of clustering was found, only the handle,
name and tweet content are presented for ease of understanding, you may refer to the appendix for
complete data sets :

#AAP's Khujliwal-29.79 lac #BJP's #NaMo - 13.89 lac.
Still #Shree420 #AK49 has only Rs.500 in pocket!!
@Sudhks

Sudhir Singh

#NaMo4PMpic.twitter.com/PCs3mjwfE5
#NarendraModi travelled over 3 lakh kms during his

@EconomicTimes Economic Times

campaign: #BJP http://ow.ly/wI0ag
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And the support is growing every minute for Arvind :)
#SOdrunk #Varanasi #Banaras #Kashi #BJP #PaidMedia
@atulit_m

Atulit Modi

#India #AKpic.twitter.com/ecqkIukSAq
#BJP requests #ElectionCommission to deploy more
security forces to ensure free and fair polling in
#UttarPradesh.

All India Radio
@airnewsalerts

News

#loksabha2014

Ashok Garekar

#Congress is graceful to accept looming massive defeat...it

@DrGarekar

has no apology to offer..
#Varanasi has 42 candiates with 3 EVMs at each booth !
#BJP #namo symbol Lotus is on first EVM on second no.

@smk_anand

ஆன

#NaMoWinsVaranasi @BJP4India
#ImpeachSampat for acting as #Congress Agent
highjacking democracy but #NaMoWinsVaranasi.

@TheWorldCitizen Rajiv Kapoor

Shame biased @ndtv @cnnibn@timesnow@bbcbreaking
The funny thing, irony is if #MMJ would have stood from

@True_Indian47

True Indian

#Varanasi, #BJP would have probably retained this seat.
"@RheemaParashar: @M_Lekhi on police raid saying ths
is just to stop #BJP workers and raid shd also be at

@SanjayAzadSln

Sanjay Singh AAP @AamAadmiParty office" cm Aap off.
Corruption was never an issue for @arvindkejriwal. Need
more proof? RT @ETPolitics: #AAP open to supporting

@iMac_too

iMac_too

Third Front to stop #BJP (PTI)

Out of 10 tweets presented above, only three seem to be ardent supporters of BJP or Narendra Modi
while others are supporters of AAP, that is, the Aam Aadmi Party, a third political party that has
started to gain popularity during the 2014 elections. An interesting point to note is that 8 out of the
most interconnected tweets include #BJP, whereas the same cannot be said of #Congress.
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Once again, news accounts or information accounts like Economic Times and All India Radio are
seen at the top. As discussed in the latter parts of this paper, the traditional news websites had an
incline toward one political side or another, and since they were the primary sources of information
that people would depend on, this pertained to an impact on the online presence and discourse
received from them on social media.
The general topology of the graph was found to be different from the other two data-sets in spite of
using the same settings. The nodes were more spread out and towards the edges than connected to
each other in the centre. This implied a rather forced network connection wherein they are connected
but do not always get along. In other words, when in a network visualisation, the network isn’t that
closely linked to each other, the nodes tend to scatter farther and at a faster rate as per the linlog
settings applied in the gephi visualisation. When applying to the ground realities of the possibility of
connectivity among the supporters of the two parties, such a visualisation makes sense that the
persons represented in the network would not be as strongly interconnected to each other as compared
to the previous search. One should note though that this is taking into account the entire data set of the
100 tweets and not of the top 10.

Analysing with keyword: “India”
●

The words Election, General, Assembly, Lok Sabha and India as a part of the text.

The third data-set was found to be the least inter-connected among all. Upon deleting the the retweets
column the tweets separated out amongst as 100 separate nodes with only their property or tweet
feature nodes attached to them.
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Below are the ten nodes around which the most amount of clustering was found, only the handle,
name and tweet content are presented for ease of understanding, you may refer to the appendix for
complete data sets :

#IndiaElections Who is the Chief Election
@TheAmitCHOWDHR
Y

💙💙🙏🙏🙏💙💙

Commissioner of India ??? Ans : Mr. 10
Sampath !!! #India #Elections2014
By absolving Rahul Gandhi, CEC VS

@BJPPath

Modi Path - BJP Path

Sampath redesignated himself as Chief
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Election Conspirator. #Amethi #QuitSampath
#India #NaMoWinsVaranasi
@anctaltala History will tell future how
ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
silently helps TMC to carry brutal attacks
@SUNDARmyth

SUNDAR DUTTA

against CPIM-Left Front .
India will not b same, Indian Politics will not
b same,and Indian Politicians will not b same,
after this Election @10chandana

@ravi4354

NO CAA_NRC_NPR

@Virdisharma
Why less ladies in the #LokSabha - Here's
why women in India don't rule the House
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/stoi/
deep-focus/Why-less-ladies-in-the-Lok-Sabha
/articleshow/34949508.cms

@timesofindia

Times of India

…pic.twitter.com/dp1SGWvir5
Coalgate: Centre won't let CBI quiz PM's
adviser, CEC VS Sampath and EC HS
Brahma. - The Times of India
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Coalg
ate-Centre-wont-let-CBI-quiz-PMs-adviser-E

@SureshB127

Suresh Kumar

Cs/articleshow/22352789.cms …
Papau was asking, since it has rained in many
areas in india during election, Can I become
PM by Duckworth-Lewis method ?

@Aaditya025

Aaditya Maheshwari

#MummaSays
How can clean air not be an election issue in
India?Pollution steals lives & health,whilst
everyone chatters on,windows wound up

@WomaninHavana

Schona Jolly QC

#IndiaVotes
"Rahul visited Polling Booths to encourage
turnout" Amazing Election Commission of

@nkumar_

Nitish Kumar

India. Not sure if it can be challenged in SC
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either
Documents & surveys show enough evidence
that migrants from Bangladesh are deciding
factor in 25 Parliamentary & 127 Assembly
@ippatel

शा त पटे ल उमराव

Seats in India

This data-set was found to be more scattered on Gephi than compared to the other two, and the
techniques used to spatialise this data set were slightly different so that clear connections of edges
could be made and seen. This can be explained since this data search consisted of a more generic set
of keywords which may not have created a network that is strongly interconnected.
Even the top 10 most connected tweets were seen to be quite generic in the sense of just sharing
information or opinions with no extreme leanings or support of any particular political party. The use
of keywords presents a rather factual data set and less connected network. Considering the
functionality of the twitter algorithm, based off of the three data sets, it can be said that searching for a
use of specific hashtags results in a more interconnected network when compared to searching for just
keywords. The clusters seem to be smaller and evenly spatialised in this case showing a quite
systematically connected network adhering to the understanding of the network presented above.
Even in this case, a news-website or outlet related twitter handle once again comes out on top
showcasing the closely interconnected nature of the press in India. This is something to be noted and
is discussed in the latter parts of the discussion.

Commonalities and Implications

The resulting data sets present implications from two perspectives. They can be used for an analysis of
the Twitter search results and advanced search filters, and, for the analysis of the most common and
important nodes within the tweets collected.
From the first perspective, it may be implied that the twitter search results themselves were biased.
There may be flaws within the algorithm or techniques unbeknownst to a user which could be applied
from the programming side of things to edit and adjust the tweet results shown with a bias towards
certain trends. This may also imply that the interconnectivity of tweets amongst themselves plays a
significant role in the results that are shown. As one could observe from the topology of the networks
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seen in the Gephi spatialisations, the networked nature of the tweets remain quite consistent even in
the instance of data set 1 and 2 wherein, in case what are generally considered to be two opposing
hashtags were found with connected results albeit strained. This could imply that certain users were
favored when presenting the top search results thus showcasing a bias within the search algorithm.
Alternatively, as mentioned in the analysis of the third set, it could also show that the search results
via hashtags produce a more networked set of top tweets than just searching for keywords.
From the second perspective, one can clearly see that some users tend to stand out and are repeated
with multiple tweets. Another clear observation that can be made is that in all three sets the presence
of tweets in support of BJP or Narendra Modi (NaMo) as Prime Minister is significantly larger than in
support of any other political party or candidate. Although #NaMo was not searched within the
keywords or hashtags in the advanced search, it was often observed to be seen along #BJP.
This has two-fold implications. One, if one assumes that there is no bias involved within the search
algorithm, the online presence of BJP supporters is significantly larger. This can be considered a true
representation of the growing support of the people for the leader and the party in the time leading up
to the elections. Specifically in the case of data-set two, this can be seen as a possible representation
of people’s growing exasperation with Congress. Two, there is no external moderation involved
within this process due to the presence of an imbalance of supporters for different political parties
within the results seen. To be more precise, when considering set 2, if one factors in the kind of tweets
seen, although the number of tweets including #BJP is seen on the higher side, it is often coupled with
other hashtags containing the names of other political parties as well. In this case, considering the
content of the top 100 tweets as well, it can be said that if there was external bias involved, one could
expect the content to be more provocative or propaganda like to the novel eye.
With this said, it is also necessary to note that the Indian National Congress party, which was at that
point of time the largest opposition the BJP could have, is commonly referred to as Congress instead
of INC or other acronyms within social media. Thus the lack of moderation and location filters often
allows tweets with the same keyword but referring to the Congress Of the United States of America to
often mix in with those referring to the Indian Congress. This creates extra competition for the
Congress related tweets in terms of visibility in an organic manner, i.e without the use of paid
promotion or sponsorship to appear on the timelines of a selected demographic.
A significant commonality and finding was also that traditional press in India seems to have
maintained its relevance in social media and the cyber-space. Often it is seen that traditional media
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outlets or press struggle to keep themselves relevant and functioning after the rise of social
networking systems in a country or region, this was not the case for the Indian press, the fourth pillar
of democracy.
One may note that there have been claims regarding BJP’s use of foreign advertising companies to
push forward its agenda and create a greater impact among the general public which is media
illiterate. ("A Marketing Lens On The 2014 Indian Elections | The Evoc Blog" 2020) Nothing such
has been claimed for any other popular party that exists in India, however, no substantial data has yet
been found to prove such third party interference within the electoral campaigns. The Election
Commission of India, that is the body or authority in charge of ensuring free and fair elections has not
looked into it in the years after Narendra Modi was elected. This may also have been a result of the
fact that the persons made in-charge of the 2019 elections were allies of the man himself. This led to
the questionability and an increase in the complex nature of the elections conducted in 2019. There is
no data which can be found online which can evidentiate any kind of accusations against the leading
party for election meddling. The networks found in this study and the data set of tweets collected,
although seem to favor representation of BJP more than Congress, do not clearly point toward any
such possibility given that the content of the tweets was found to be diverse and did not push a
specific propaganda or thought process.
It should also be mentioned that the top 10 accounts were zoomed-in to present a clearer overview of
the tweets collected and the kind of network formed. Analysing the top 10 of each data-set helped
understand the core tweets and users that created the interconnected group creating a more substantial
analysis of the three data sets visualised via gephi in the form of a network. The network visualisation
was done mainly to gather an understanding of the kind of network formed, the strength of
connectivity and the core factors that help create the network.

Discussion
Discussing the Rise of BJP

“The BJP, riding on the popularity of its prime ministerial candidate Narendra Modi, went on to win
282 seats, a number good enough to form a stable government without even the support of allies. It
was the biggest victory for a single party in 30 years.” (Barclay et al 2015) As established earlier, this
was a significant victory for the party that had established itself as an opposition to watch out for and
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definitely present a turn of tables scenario for contingencies, as prior to this the Indian National
Congress had managed to maintain itself as one of the most popular parties within India, albeit a few
slips and change of candidates, since the country’s independence in 1947.
This inspired and encouraged studies into the publicity campaigns conducted by the BJP to bring
about such a change within the voting polls. A study done of the major newspapers in the country, i.e.
a traditional and reliable media outlet which still has a well maintained readership, and the results
found for the English print newspapers were substantial and presented a positive outlook towards the
BJP. “The results of the elections themselves show a difference of the top two papers, Hindustan
Times and The Times of India rigorously covered the election favourable to the BJP. Political news in
the other two papers was comparatively less; The Telegraph was at the bottom. Though the papers
fluctuated in their support of the parties, time-series analyses traced the trends. An analysis of the
newspaper endorsement trends for the parties showed a favourable movement for the BJP” (Barclay et
al. 2014)
According to a BBC article published in 2012, “India claims to be the second-largest english-speaking
country” while maintaining the language as its only lingua-franca. The study further reported that “It
shows that the overall newspaper coverage is in favour of the BJP and opinion polls support a BJP-led
coalition. North India, especially Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, are crucial for the parties.” (Barclay et. al
2014) And concluded that,“An avid reader of the top two newspapers could easily develop a positive
attitude towards the BJP and could be swayed by the Modi wave.” (ibid)
This corresponds to the analysis in the above sections, wherein BJP was more pervasive within the
twitter search as compared to any other political party in the six months leading up to the elections
when searching hashtags. Which implies that the rise of BJP’s popularity, or even Narendra Modi’s
popularity was not a coincidental instance. It may have been a true reflection or even a representation
of the people’s linking of the electoral candidate instead of algorithmic bias or a result of a successful
online campaign. The fact #BJP was seen coupled with other hashtags in set 2 is also reflective of this.
While set 3 does not fit into this implication, it can be said that the narratives built by the traditional
press, which can also be seen online, can be reflective of the same kind of impact but via social media.
The twitter findings of the first two sets definitely tie into the ubiquitousness and popularity of
Narendra Modi during the 2014 Election campaign. They may not be substantial enough to prove
propaganda campaigns or misrepresentation of data, they do use and prove the popular phrase “any
kind of publicity is good publicity”; which in this case means that if people do remember you in some
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manner or another, you can have an impact, especially in the voting polls, as made apparent in this
case.

Touching back upon Network Theory
As it can be seen from the analysis, specifically set 1 and 2, the nature of the network being highly
interconnected aids the rise of the prevalence of BJP in the twitter search and adds to the potential bias
within the network. In a sense, the higher the interconnectivity of the node, the higher its chances to
show up within the search results or even the Twitter timeline.
“Not only are networks distinguished by their overall topologies, but networks always contain several
coexistent, and sometimes incompatible, topologies.” (Galloway and Thacker 2004) Which connects
to the idea of the Twitter algorithm being a black box. We may not know the algorithmic working of
the Twitter API but the findings and analysis still pointed toward multi-faceted implications in spite of
the analysis being from a focused humanities perspective. The understanding of the network relied on
understanding both the graphical spatial layout and the components that created the nodes. The
analysis of each set presented a new topological understanding. “(N)ot only do the foundations of our
understanding of networks exclude the element that makes a network a network (their dynamic
quality), but they also require that networks exist in relation to fixed topological configurations (either
centralized or decentralized, either technical or political).” (ibid)
Moreover, the three sets having different analysis points to the fluidity of the nature of these networks.
They change as per the search filter and are not limited to the bounds of space and time. “While graph
theory and network science provide us with a set of useful principles for analyzing networks, they also
tend to obfuscate some of the core characteristics of networks: their dynamic temporality (Bergsonian
“virtual” networks), the equal importance of edges and nodes (Deleuze and Guattari’s edges-without
nodes), and the possibility of having more than one topology for each network (Negri’s “collective
singularities”).” (ibid)
Additionally, this leads us to Lovink’s understanding of networks and their purpose. Our
understanding of their functioning, albeit limited, aids in its characterisation within real-life. It is seen
through the analysis and the results of the elections, how the networks manifest into realities of
human-kind. The physical impact of it is seen in not just the Indian elections but also ongoing
protests, campaigns and systematic changes that are taking place all around the world.
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Social Media as a Public Sphere

The idea that social media could function as a public sphere was a dream-like idea that had been
discussed through the boom of web 2.0. “The traditional Habermasian concept of the national public
sphere created by the mass media of newspapers and television is said to have transformed to a
multilayered sphere of online and social networks which are increasingly important in engaging and
mobilizing citizenship and in shaping the discourse within which rational discussion takes place.”
(Iosifidis 2011) It is believed that social media allows us to do online, what we often fail to do in a
real physical space. “Although the historical status of Habermas’s theory may be questionable, he
nevertheless pioneered in pointing out that the public sphere – a conceptual rather than physical space
– and democracy – expressed through engagement in rational discussion – are closely connected.”
(ibid) Such spaces are lauded and considered important to the functioning of a democracy so that an
open and free discussion can be allowed. “If traditional media like newspapers helped to set up public
spaces where people initiated forms of communication within nation-states, new social media can do
likewise in the international space in which citizens increasingly invest their time to communicate
with each other and create things.” (ibid)
This idea turned out to be short lived while the realities of social media networks started to set in.
“Social network sites have provided online communities with a new organizational framework. Early
public online communities (and current websites dedicated to communities of interest) were structured
by topic or according to topical hierarchies. Social network sites, however, are structured with the
individual at the center of their own community and networks.” (Mazali 2010) Additionally, it was
observed that, “On the web 2.0 platforms, especially in social network sites, it makes the transition
from imaginary to action; we pass from a representational space to a relational and performative one.”
(ibid)
Connecting this back to Jodi Dean’s idea, that social media is not a public sphere, within the context
of this paper, it is seen that representation and reflection of the ground realities forms an important
part of the analysis. In the case of the six months leading up to the Indian elections, it can be seen that
within the three data sets collected, Twitter is not a public sphere or a space wherein the people
openly present their thoughts and discourses occur. Rather, it is a space where some may gather to
voice their opinions, support or share facts and content they may find interesting. If it were to be a true
representative space of the people, the network would have shown more connectivity among the
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people and a more evenly laid out visualisation allowing easier flow of discourse. The number of
press accounts that presented themselves to be more interconnected would also be significantly lesser.

Why This Matters?
This study from a digital humanities perspective holds importance within today’s media studies for a
number of reasons. The perspective to understanding the network behind the functioning of the
application, Twitter, is in itself a novel perspective, not covered within academic literature to a great
extent.
“ (T)he current scholarship has mostly focused on Western democracies where the Internet and social
media has become an integral part of political campaigns. Investigating a context where social media
is starting to make inroads in politics can provide us with a better understanding of how it can help
reduce political inequality.”(Ahmed et al. 2017) Hence, the shift of focus to one of the largest
democracies in the world so that not only is the perspective presented new, so is the region. As
mentioned in the starting parts of this paper, the purpose was to set-up a foundational understanding of
the concepts covered through an example case and potentially apply that understanding within it.
Academic literature that finds empirical data and representations of the same ideas from the western
cases can be found quite easily and is often repetitive of itself. This research aims to come out of that
bubble of repetitive findings that point to the same conclusions and base the understanding of
contemporary politics and topics within the core themes of media studies.

Limitations

This paper studies the elections and its results purely from a humanities perspective rather than doing
a quantitative analysis which could also be done using the same data set. While there is quantitative
data collected and analysed, it is corroborated back to the basic theories of media studies. The data
collected is visualised and analysed from a singular angle of network studies and twitter search
algorithm and its implications. The limited knowledge and understanding of the technologies used
lead to the collection of only the first 100 tweets that show up in the results, which are then assumed
to be an arbitrary selection to fit within the scope of this paper. Doing a complete analysis of the kind
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of data sets presented if one uses the same techniques on different devices with different settings
could lead to deeper and more significant revelations regarding the nature of the Twitter algorithm,
the bias within the search engine, and the kinds of advertising tactics and technologies used by the
winning political party.
There were also limitations within the use of Gephi. Gephi has an inbuilt Twitter plug-in which may
have presented different results but the author was unable to get API access to the website through
Gephi. Hence the third-party application web-scraper was used through which the data was
downloaded as a .CSV file and edges and nodes for Gephi had to be defined manually.
This paper is limited to a network of 100 tweets in three separate instances leading to a narrow and
focused research which has the potential to be expanded into a broader research from different
perspectives, and potentially, reverse engineer the twitter algorithm as well. This research can also be
expanded to map out the networks within different platforms and native languages since this paper
tends to focus solely on Twitter and communication through the English language. Research regarding
the likes of the interference in elections by companies like Cambridge Analytica may be relevant
within the theme of this paper. These are just a few suggestions wherein similar research could be
carried out to analyse social media networks to better understand the functioning of Twitter.

Conclusion

This paper starts by setting up a foundation and introduction to how and why this study was
established. India remains an under-researched country for social media related studies in spite of a
large user base and the country being one of the largest democracies in the world. The General
Assembly elections or the Lok Sabha elections of 2014 saw an immense use of social media for
political discourse. It is potentially through the use of this social media that a rise in the appreciation
of the candidacy of Prime Minister Narendra Modi of the Bharatiya Janata Party is seen.
Throughout history, an open public sphere and space for discourses related to politics and functioning
of the civil society has been considered integral. A brief look into the foundations of democracy
proves that freedom within a democracy relies on freedom of speech and ideas. The public sphere, the
ideology, first introduced by Habermas has come under scrutiny in recent times. However, at the start
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of the boom of web 2.0, the internet was seen as the ideal space for a public sphere. This public sphere
is now idealised in the networked relations of online social media.
These social media platforms function under a capitalist system themselves, the functional hierarchies
that determine their algorithms and functioning is an economically driven world. Most social media
companies tend to keep their algorithms hidden, however, the highly networked nature of their
functioning can allow one to reverse engineer the hierarchical possibilities and biases inbuilt into the
system. A general network within social media consists of all kinds of actors and not just personal
online profiles. In this study, the author focused on the network created through Twitter accounts
online during the six months leading up to the elections in 2014. This was done to understand the
online presence of the winning party in the election and if there was a certain pattern that could have
helped the win which would have revealed itself in the process.
The Indian Political landscape has transformed quite largely since the elections of 1994. Like in other
countries, the right-wing favor and support is rising, but this can be a subjective opinion. Narendra
Modi is revered as the leader who is expected by many to restore the prestige of the country to one
that was enjoyed before the colonisation or the impacts of globalisation. This expectation is often used
in his campaigns to garner support for him and members of his party. The election in 2014 brought in
a stable majority government to the Republic of India that had a clear right-wing leaning as opposed
to the liberal lead government earlier. People were positive towards this change due to the previous
government falling under scrutiny due to scams, scandals and corruption.
The context attempted to be seen through the spatial representation of three data-sets of tweets and
analysed to distinguish is the ubiquity of BJP supporters versus general online discourse regarding the
election. Given the analysis of the data-sets, it can be conclusively said that within the implications of
the data analysed, the ubiquity of discussion of and around BJP and Narendra Modi is something that
could be considered a reflection of the ground realities but is not a representation of the same.
It can be conclusively said with the help of network analysis of the tweets collected, that the networks
produced present an overview of the presence of the winning party that allows us to claim, that while
a certain pattern was seen to be building in terms of the hashtag networks, and the growing presence
was reflected in the tweets collected, there was not a proper representative view of users online which
portrayed the platform as an open public sphere. The leaning of the traditional press towards positive
narratives the winning party are also reflected within the three data sets. These institutions managed to
have a pervasive online presence, that also allowed them to be prioritised by the search algorithm,
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which makes the platform just another medium to spread information rather than the public sphere it
is often assumed to be.
From this research one can ascertain that social media is not a public sphere, however it is a space that
allows for trending discussions to take place and opinions to be voiced on the same. As it was seen
through the nodes that were disconnected from the rest and the disconnectivity in set three due to
which the settings to create the network had to be adjusted, it can also leave you in a void. Thus,
bringing out a flaw in the public sphere, rendering it not the best space to have an open democratic
discourse.
To conclude, network theory does present itself as a useful tool to analyse and place studies in a more
substantial space within media theories. The idea that networks can manifest themselves within real
life can be held true. That said, as mentioned in the previous section, this study presents definite scope
for further research and while from a media studies perspective. While these conclusions presented
significance within the discourse of media studies, further exploration will only enhance our
understanding of new media technologies.
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Appendix
This is a link to the Google Drive folder which should be accessible to peruse the original high quality
images and .csv/.xlxs files. Do note that the .xlxs files may be the edited versions, either for use in
Gephi or to manually analyse/segregate data.
The folder contains all the data sets used for analysis along with the original images in full-size that
can be zoomed in for a better look at the networks.
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ys--_pjtvPJAitxLqZqs27pINxL9HF7-?usp=sharing
Incase of any issues with accessibility, kindly contact naina.parasher@student.uva.nl or
nainaparasher@gmail.com .
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